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BROWDER-NOVIKOV THEORY FOR MAPS OF 
DEGREE d> 1: I 
MAX K. AGOSTON 
(Receioed 15 September 1969) 
$0. INTRODUCTION 
SUPPOSE that M” is an oriented closed differentiable manifold and that <‘I is a q-disk bundle 
over M”, c] 2 II + 3. Let r(c) denote the Thorn complex of 5 and let deg: rc,+,T(<) -+ 
H,+,T(Q be the Hurewicz homomorphism (the name “ deg ” was chosen because it cor- 
responds to the usual notion of the degree of a map in this case). Using the Thorn isomor- 
phism we can identify H,+,7(5) with the integers L in such a way that the orientation class 
[M] E H, M corresponds to 1. Then the followin g is one version of an important theorem 
which is due to Browder and Novikov (see [4] for a proof). 
THEOREM A. Let x E x “+ ,T(<) bvith deg .Y = + 1. Choose a represetltatice F: S”+’ -+ T(c) 
of ,Y which is transverse regular on M. Set V” = F-‘(M). Asmme that n/r is l-connected, 
n 2 5, and n + 2 (mod 4). Theu fhere is a map H: S”‘rJ x [0, I] --t T(c) which is transverse 
regular on it1 such that: 
(a) HIYf4 x 0 = F x 0, Z(H-l(M)) = V”x 0 u N”, 
(b) H 1 N: N -+ A4 is a homotopy equivalence, and 
(c) H,(H-‘(M), N) = 0 for 0 5 i 5 [(n - 1)/2]. 
In particular, the theorem implies that x admits a representative F: Snfq -+ T(t), 
transverse regular on M, so that FI F-‘(M): F-‘(M) -+ M is a homotopy equivalence. One 
can also rephrase Theorem A to say that if we are given any mapf: V” -+ M” of deg + 1 which 
preserves the stable tangent bundle, then we can make f into a homotopy equivalence by 
doing surgery on V in dimensions 5 [n/2] (provided that &I is l-connected, II 2 5, and 
n $2 (mod 4)). This result has many applications. 
The object of this paper is to determine when a similar result holds for maps of degree d, 
IdI > 1. The standard example in the cased > 1 is the obvious map from the o-fold connected 
sum of M to M, and so the natural generalization for x E z,+,,T(<) with deg ,Y = cf # 0 
would be to replace (b) above by 
(b’) IV = iv, # . . ’ # Nld, , byhere # denotes the connected sum operation, and H is a 
hornotopy equivalence “on”each ‘Vi. 
If this type of generalization were correct, then it would follow quite easily (using the 
technique of [5]) that every l-connected manifold M” which immerses in S”+‘, 2k 2 n + 3, 
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n $ 2 (mod 4), n 2 5, actually imbeds in .Snc”l. This would be a very interesting fact. 
Whether or not it is true is unknown to this author. It is probably false, because it is false 
when ,\f” is not l-connected (e. g. if M” = P”, the n-dimensional projective space). 
At any rate, it would be nice to have some information about mapsf: T/” + M” of deg 
n # 0. The basic idea behind the proof of the main result of this paper is to reduce the prob- 
lem to the case of Theorem A by trying to divide V into d parts on each of which .f has 
degree + 1. 
Let D be a closed n-disk in M” and set M, = :\/I - interior of D. 
Definition. Let x E x, + ,,T(<), deg x = d f 0. We say that x splits if x can be represented 
by a map F: Snfq ---t T(C), transverse regular on M, such that: 
(1) If I’ = F-‘(ibf) and f = FI V: V-t Af, then f is transverse regular on SD; 
(2) f -‘(i\f,> has IdI components, N,, . . . , Nj,, , with !Vi n f -l(D) = CiVi connected; 
and 
(3) f I(Ni, ZNJ has degree d/Id\. 
(F, V, f) is called a splitting of x. We say that x splits completely, or that (F, F’,f) is a com- 
plete splitting, if in addition to (l)-(3) the splitting satisfies: 
(4) f INi: Ni +M,, is a homotopy equivalence; 
(5) f-‘(D) is (n -2)- connected, and a&‘, is a homotopy (fz - 1)-sphere (i.e. f -l(D) 
has the homotopy type of S” minus Id1 n-disks). 
Note that if (F, V, f), is a complete splitting of x, then V has the homotopy type of the 
ldj-fold connected sum of M. 
In $2~$5 we prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let &f” be an oriented closed manifold, and let x E nil,+ 4T(& deg x = d # 0. 
Then .x splits if am1 only if a sequence of obstructions oi(x) E H’(M; Aldl(nf_r)), 1 < i < n, 
vanishes. 
(The groups A,dl(rt_l) are defined in $3.): 
If we combine Theorem 1 and Theorem A, then we get 
THEOREM 2. Let M” be an oriented closed l-connected manifold with n 2 6, and let 
XE=“+q T(i), deg x = d #O. Assume that either IdI = 1 and n $2 (mod 4) or n is odd. Then 
x splits completely if and only if a seqzience of obstructions oi(x) E Hi [lbf; Aldl($_r)], 1 < i < 
n - 1, vanishes. 
This theorem can be rephrased to answer the following question: Given a map f: 
V” -+ M” of deg d f 0, when can we do surgery on V to obtain a mauifold which is homotopy 
equivalent to the Idi-fold connected sum of &I? 
Theorem 2 is the closest analogue of Theorem A which we can prove. Aside from the 
fact that we only get an obstruction theory, there is an additional drawback, because the 
proof of Theorem 1 proceeds in a similar fashion to the proof of Theorem A. We take any 
representative F: Sneq + T(t) of x which is transverse regular on M and do surgery on 
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F-‘(,U). Unfortunately. lve can no longer guarantee that our surgeries are only in dimensions 
I [n,/2]. This property was important in getting the imbedding theorems of [j]. 
Two problems remain tvhich \ve shall consider in another paper: 
PROBLEM 1. Find an XI” and 5 for ,vhich some I E rc, + 4 T(t) does not split. It turns out that 
if< is the stable normal bundle of Al in Sncq, then all x split. 
PROBLEM 2. Suppose that rt.e only hare 2q 2 n + 3 (instead of q 2 n + 3). When does 
.Y E n”+$, T(t) split in this case, i.e. car1 \ve still define obstructions oi(x) and is their vanishing 
s@icient to get splittings for x? The right anslcer here rvould gice &beddings of .\I in the 
metastable range. 
We conclude with an easy consequence of Theorem 2. Let C, be theclass offiniteabelian 
groups whose orders are relatively prime to the orders of the groups 7ri4, 15 i 5 n - 3. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume the hj,potheses of Theorem 2. If Hi hl” E C, jbr 2 5 i 2 n - 2, 
then x splits completely. For example, x ahvays splits completely for 6 I n _< 20, prooided 
that H,M” is finite and has 110 elements of order 2, 3, 5 or 7 for I < i < n - 1. 
Proof The first part of the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the 
universal coefficient theorem for cohomology which implies that H’(M; Ajd,(nf_ 1)) = 0 for 
1 5 i < n - I. The second part follows from the computation of the groups TC: as given 
in 191. 
Note. In the rest of this paper we shall consider only those x E nn+q T(t) for which 
deg x 2 1. However, this is done purely to simplify the notation. The case deg x 5 - 1 
can easily be treated in an analogous fashion. 
sl. NOTATION 
All manifolds will be C”, compact, and oriented. Maps will be transverse to boundaries 
and imbeddings of one manifold in another of the same dimension will be orientation pre- 
serving. 
If M” is a connected manifold, C&f] E H,(itf, JiM) will denote the orientation class. Re- 
call that f: (V”, Zk’“) -+ (&I”, ZM”) is said to have deg cl, i.e. dcgf = d, if f*([V]) = d[M], 
where f* : H,( V, d V) -+ H,(M, Z&f) is the map induced byf on the integral homology groups. 




D-‘= {(yl, . . . . yk+l)ERk+11y12 + ...+y;+I = l,y, 10). 
Iff: F--+ w niq is an imbedding, we shall usually consider f as an inclusion map and 
identify the total space of the normal disk bundle vI with a tubular neighborhood T of T/in 
W. Let 5 be a q-disk bundle over &f. T(c) = Ejc7E is the Thorn complex of <, where E = E(c) 
denotes the total space of <. Given g: U” + T(c) which is transverse regular on V so that 
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N = g-‘(V) is an (m - q)-submanifold of U, we shall always assume that a tubular 
neighborhood of N has been given a tixed bundle structure v,” which is the pullback of v/ 
under g, 
If I/” E Wn+q, then by a framing of V in W, or by a framing of a tubular neighborhood 
T of V, we shall mean a diffeomorphism 5: I/ x Dq + T such that ‘4(x, 0) = x. Two framed 
submanifolds (Vi”, sl) and (vzfl, Gz) in W”+¶ are framed cobordant if there is a framed 
submanifold (N”+i, 6) in W x [l, 21 such that (N, 8) n W x i = (Vi, 8i) x i, i = 1, 2. 
cl(X) denotes the closure of X. 
Note. Quite often the manifolds which we are considering will have corners, but this 
will never bother us in order not to complicate proofs further. There is a standard procedure 
whereby corners can be smoothed (see [2, page 91). 
$2. PRELIMINARES 
Suppose 1M” is a connected closed manifold and let p: M -+ [0, n] be a fixed nice Morse 
function (see [7, page 441 for the definition and existence of such p). Set M(i) = p-‘[0, i + 
l/2]. Then M(i) is obtained from M(i - 1) by attaching a certain number of thickened i- 
handles, i.e. M(i) = M(i - 1) u L?iM(i - 1) x [0, l] u (Di x D”-‘), u *. . u (Di x Dn-i)n(i). 
We may assume that M(0) and cl(M - M(n - 1)) are n-disks. Let Eji = (aDi x O)j x 
[0, l] u (Di X O)j and Tj’ = (dD’ X gn-i)j X [0, l] U (Di X D”-i)j for 1 9 j 5 n(i). 
Next, let ?j be a q-disk bundle over M, q 2 n -t- 3, and let x E n,+,T(<), deg x = d 2 1. 
Definition. We say that CL = (F, V”,f) is k-split for x provided that 
(1) F: S”+q --+ T(5) is a representative for x which is transverse regular on M and 
I”’ = F-‘(M)J= F 1 V; 
(2) f is transverse regular on JM(i) and aM(i) x 1 for 0 I i I n, SO that Ai = Ai = 
Ai =f-‘(M(i) u aM(i) x [O, 1)) and Bi = Bi(rl) = f -‘(M(i)) are submanifolds of V; 
(3) The natural inclusions induce isomorphisms H,(aBi) --+ H,(Cl(Ai - Bi)) + H,(aAi)q 
forO<iIn; 
(4) If C is a component of Ai, 0 _( i I k, then 8C is connected and deg cf 1 C) = 1; 
(5) f is transverse regular on Eji, 1 I j < n(i), 1 < i I n, SO that Uji = Uj’(a) = 
Vi’(J) =f-‘[(D’ x O)J and f-‘(Ej’) are submanifolds of cl( V - Ai_l) and cf( V - Bi_l), 
respectively ; 
(6) Each component of Uji meets aA,_1 ; 
(7) f-‘(Tji) is a tubular neighborhood off -*(Ej') in cf(V- Bi-1) with a framing 
which is the pullback of the natural framing of Eji in Tj’ and 5j’ = Sj’(a) is this framing 
restricted to Vii. 
Note. Since x and g will be fixed from now on, we frequently omit any reference to them. 
Also, one can show easily using the Thorn isomorphism that degf = d. 
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The most important property of being k-split is (4). In fact, we have the following easy 
lemma 
LEWMA 1. Suppose x = (F, V, f) is k-split. Then 
(a) A,(r) has d componentsfor 0 I i 5 k; and 
(b) ifC is a component ofAi(z), 0 I i < k, then deg (f 1 O’C) = 1. 
Proof: Fix i and let Cr, . . . , C, be the components of Ai. Let Xi = cl(V - Ai) and 
Yi =f(_X,). Consider the diagram 
H, V-, H,( V, Au;) +- H,(Ai, ;A,) + H,(C,, dC,) @ . . . @ H,(C,, X,) 
[J. lI* !I* 
H, M -+ H,(,Lf, Yi) +- H,(,f(Ai), ZM(i) x 1). 
Since the horizontal maps are all isomorphisms, it follows that if0 I i I k, thenrl = degf= 
deg(SI G) + *.* +deg(fIC,)= 1 +.. * + 1 = t. This proves (a). (b) is proved by con- 
sidering the diagram 





H,(f(AJ, Z&f(i) x 1) --+ H,_,(r!?M(i) x I) 
and observing that the horizontal maps are isomorphisms. 
We see from Lemma 1 and the remarks made in the introduction that we would like 
every x E 7~,+~ r(p), deg x = n 2 1, to be representable by an (12 - I)-split triple s( = (F, V,f). 
As we try to prove this, the most important part of the data that we work with is the map 
f: v/” -+ hl” of deg d which extends to a bundle map from the normal disk bundle of V in 
Snfq to 5, and we shall use surgery on V to arrange (2)-(7) in the definition of (n - l)- 
splittings. F is important only in so far as it gives us a fixed normal disk bundle 11~ of V in 
S n+q and a fixed bundle map from vy to t. Ideally, we would like every mapfto be homo- 
topic to one satisfying (2)-(8), but that is not the case. 
LEMMA 2. x admits O-split triples u = (F, V, f). 
Proof. First, choose a representative Fl : S’r+q + T(cj) which is transverse regular on M. 
Set V, = Fl -‘(&I) andf, = Fl 1 VI. Next, we want to find a map H: S”+’ x [0, l] -+ I-(<) which 
has the property that H is transverse regular on M, H 1 s)Iiq x 0 = Fl x 0, and u = (F, V,f) 
is O-split, where F x 1 =N / S”+q x 1, P’= F-‘(M), andf = FI V. Let W = H-‘(M) and note 
that H is completely determined by the bundle map from the normal disk bundle of Win 
s “+q x [0, I] to 5 which it induces. Therefore, to prove Lemma 2 we shall only show how one 
defines Wand h = H 1 W: W--t M. We leave it to the reader to check that our M’imbeds in 
S”‘q x [0, I] and our h extends to the desired H (one can use [3; $31 to do this). 
Changingf, by a homotopy if necessary, we may assume thatf, is transverse regular at 
x, = (0, 0), E M(0) = (D” x D”)r, so thatf;‘(x,) consists of a finite number of points, and 
that A,Cf,) =f;‘(M(O) u dM(0) x [O, I]) is a tubular neighborhood of f;‘(.~,) with a 
framing which is the pullback under fi of the natural framing of.q, in M(O) u dM(0) x [0, I]. 
If C,, . , C, are the components of A,cf,), then deg (fr 1 Cj) = + 1. 
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One now shows as in the proof of Lemma 1 that d = degf, = deg (fr ) c,) + .. . + 
deg (fr [ C,). If deg (fi I Cj) = - I for some j, then pick I such that deg (f, [ C,) = + 1. 
Pick small collars c: Z&(f,) x [- 1, I] --* VI, c(y,O)=y,andc,:2~1f(O)xIx[-I,I]+M, 
c,(y, 1, 0) = (y, l), of Z&,(f,) and dM(0) x 1, respectively, such thatf,(c(y, s)) = cr(fr(y), s). 
Let D be an (n - I)-disk in aM(O) x 1 and choose a diffeomorphism I.: 8D’ x D”-’ -+ 
f;‘(D)n(CjUC,),sothatf,~(-l,~~~)=f,l.(-l,~[~),z~~D”-‘.DefinefV,- V,X[O,~]UD’ x 
D”-‘x [- 1, 11, where we identify (c(I.(y), s), 1) E V, x 1, y E ZD’ x D”-I, s E [- 1, 11, with 
(y,.r)~(D’x D”-‘)x[-l,l].anddefineh,:~V, + M by h,(y, s) =fr(y), (y, s) E VI x [0, I] and 
h,(u, u, s) = c,(f,(E.(l, u)), s), (u, L’, s) E D’ x D”-’ x [-- 1, 11. Let V, = ZIV, - V, x 0 and 
f2=h,~V~.ThenA,(fi)=(C,u~~~UCj_luC~+,U~~~uC,+,~C,_,~~~~~C,)~l~ 
X, where X is a disk and deg& ( X) = 0. Therefore we can eliminate X by a homotopy of 
f2 . If we repeat this procedure a finite number of times, we shall obtain a map which satis- 
fies (4) in the definition of O-splittings. (2), (3), (5) and (7) can be realized by a general posi- 
tion argument. Hence we may assume at the start thatf, satisfies (2)-(j) and (7). 
NOW let L, be a component of Vj’(f~), i 2 I, which does not meet c3,4,_,[fl). Choose a 
component L, of C\’ which does meet 8Ai_r. If we could somehow combine L, and L, 
into one component, then we could satisfy (6) by a simple induction. But this can be accom- 
plished by a slight generalization of the method described above. Let i., : D’ x D”-’ x s -f 
V, s = 0, 1, be imbeddings such that E.,(D’ x 0 x s) is an i-disk in L, and f, (I.,(y, 21, s)) = 
(pf,E.,(y, 0, s), zoj, wherep: (Di x Dnmi)j -+ D’ is the natural projection onto the first factor. 
We let W, = V, x [0, I] u D’ x D”-’ x [0, l],whereweidentify (y, II, s) E D’ x D”-‘x (0, l} 
with (i.,(y, II, s), 1) E V, x 1. fi extends in a natural way to a map h, : W, -+ M so that 
h;‘((D’x O)j) n D’ x D”-‘x [0, I] = D’x 0 x [O, I] and h,(y, II, u) = (ph,Cy, 0, t.), u)~. Set 
V, = aW, - VlxO and f2 = h, I V, : V’, -+ M. f2 has the property that Uji(f2) has one less 
component which does not meet dAi_,(f2) than did fi. In fact, Vj’(~~) will have a compo- 
nent which is the connected sum of L, and L, and all other components will essentially be 
the same as those of Uji(f,). Properties (2)-(5) and (7) have not been disturbed. After a 
finite number of such constructions we obtain a map which satisfies (2)-(7). Our desired 
(W, It) is now defined by piecing together the (WI, h,)‘s and ( W, , h,)‘s. This finishes our dis- 
cussion of the proof of Lemma 2. 
Note. Throughout this paper the reader will find that drawing some pictures will 
greatly clarify the various constructions and maps. 
Let c( = (F, V, f) be k-split for x E rr,+q T(r), deg(x) = d 2 1. We shall find certain im- 
beddings of V in Sri+++ useful. 
Definition. t( is j-imbedded, 0 _< j I k, if: 
(1) V meets Sn+q-l transversally in aAj ; 
(2) the total space of vy 1 aAj is contained in .Sn+q-l, where vy is the normal disk 
bundle of V in S’!+q and 
(3) Aj -c D’+q. 
Clearly, if u = (F, V,f) is k-split for x we can always find a triple CL‘ = (F’, V’,f’) 
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which is a j-imbedded k-splitting for x because we are in the stable range and can isotope 
V c Snfq into any desired position. 
Next, let R~’ = lim ~l~+~ S” denote the k-th stable homotopy group of a sphere. Every 
element ofnkr can be r:presented by a map g : Sy+’ -+ Sq, 4 large, which is 5’ transverse regular 
to a base point e E 9. Then Uk = g-‘(e) is a submanifold of Sqi’ with a framing g of a 
tubular neighborhood which is the pullback of the natural framing ofe in Sq. Conversely every 
framed k-submanifold of S qfk determines a unique element of nkS via the Pontrjagin-Thorn 
construction. It is well known that this sets up a one-to-one and onto correspondence 
between rtk’ and the set of framed cobordism classes [U, 51 of pairs (U. 5) in S4+‘. We shall 
identify the two sets under this correspondence. 
Now suppose u = (F, V,f) is a (k - I)-imbedded (k - I)-splitting for x E x”+~T(Q, 
deg x = d 2 1, where k 2 1. LetEjbea framing of 5 1 (Dk x O)j and let gj*@) be the framing 
of vy 1 Ujk whichis the pullback of Oj under F. Then gj*(sc) and gjL(r) together induce a 
framing 8, of the normal bundle of Vi” in 0:” which is the rear extension of ~j’(U) by 
Sj*(a) (see [6; $1.21). Let Ci, . . . , C, be the components of Ak _ i(r) and set Nfj- ’ = IV;,: ‘(u) 
= Uik i-l Cj. Let Bij = 6ij(X, Ej) = Bil Nf,Y1. Then, as we observed above, the pair 
(Nf,: i, Sij) determines an element of $_ I. 
Before stating the main lemma of this section we need another definition. Assume that 
ri=(Fi, V,,fJ,i= 1,2,are k-splitforxEn,+,T(<), degx = d> 1. 
Dejinition. We say that c(i -k rlZ via I = (H, W, h) if there is a map H: Sri+++ x [I, 23 --+ 
T(t), transverse regular on M, with W = H-‘(M), h = H 1 W, such that 
(1) dW=VIx1uV2x2,h\Vixi=fixi,i=1,2; 
(2) h satisfies conditions (2), (5), (6), and (7) in the definition of k-splittings; 
(3) The natural inclusions induce isomorphisms H,(h-‘(dM(i))) --f H,(cl(Ai(h) - 
B,(h))) +-- H&h-‘(aM(i) x l)), for 0 I i I n, and isomorphisms H,(Bi(f,) x 1) -+ H,(Bi(h)) + 
M,(Bi(f,)2 x), for 0 5 i < k. 
Note. It follows from (3) that Ai has d components for 0 5 i I k. Also, -k is an 
equivalence relation in the set of k-splittings. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that [N$- ‘, Sij] = EN, O] E TIN_ 1 for a fi,yed i and j, and k 2 2. 
Then x admits a frip/e cl’ = (F’, V’,f’) such that: 
(a) u’ is a (k - I)-imbedded Ck - I)-splitti/?g; 
(b) u Nk_IS(’ ria r = (H, W, h); 
(c) (Nf,r’(~‘), o?ij(~‘, P, Ej)) = (N, 6); and 
(d) Ifd 2 2, N = Sk-‘, and 0 is the standardframing of Sk-’ in S”‘q-‘, then we may 
also assume that Nf,T-‘(r’) = N bounds a component of Uik(?‘) Jchich is a k-disk. 
Proof. We shall only define (W, h). It will be clear from our construction that we can 
again appeal to [3; $31 to get H because we are dealing with framed cobordisms. The first 
part of this lemma is proved by a construction which is a generalization of the one found in 
the proof of Lemma 2. 
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Since [IV:,:-‘. Oij] = [iv, S]. there isamanifold iv,” c S”‘q-l x [2,3] withaframing B’of 
itsnormalbundlesuchthat(~t~,~‘)jS””~-’~2=(iV~~~~x2,~~~~2)and(W,,O’)~S”~~-~ 
x 3 = (N x 3, (5 x 3). Choose small collars c: ZAl,_z x [ - 1, 11 -+ V, c(y, 0) = y, and cl: 
ahf(k - 1) x 1 x [- 1, l] -+ XI, c,(y, 1, 0) = y, of ?A,_, and S*U(k - 1) x 1, respectively, 
with the property that&, t) = c,(f(y), t). 
Now define CV”“’ = V x [l, 21 u C!5’(6V, x LY-‘) x [- 1, 11, where we identify (C('Szj 
(J', II), t), 2) E F’x 2, (I’, 10 E N;,:l x Dn-li, with (G’(y, 2, II), t). Since k 2 2 we may assume 
without loss of generality that Iv0 is connected. This implies that Hk( iv,, Nf,T,-’ x 2) = 0, and 
it follows from obstruction theory that here is a map A, : LV, + (i.Dk x O)i C_ M such that 
h,(y, 2) =f(y) for (y, 2) E iv::’ x 2. Let p: (2 D”xO)~ + ZD’ be the natural projection. h, in 
turn gives rise to a map /I: FV --* .\I with the property that tz(y, t) =f(y), (y, t) E I/ x [l, 21, 
and h(6’(y, zr), t) = cl((ph,,(~~), I[)~, t), y E W,, II E Dnek, and t E [ - 1, 11. Finally, identify 
Vwithvx 1 c PVnndletI/‘=i:lt/- P’,f’=hlv’:Y’ + M. One can show quite easily that 
W imbeds in Snfq x [l, 21, h extends to H: S”+q x [l, 21 -+ r(t), and I- = (H, W, h) 
satisfies (a)-(c) in the lemma. 
Note. We assumed that )C; was connected not only to define h, but also to preserve 
property (3) and (6) in the definition of (k - l)-splittings. 
Next, suppose that N = Sk-’ and that 6 is the standard framing of S’-’ in Snfq-l. By 
(a)-(c) we may assume that 2 = (F, V,f) ~~_zr” = (F”, v”,f”) vza I- = (II, W, h) and 
(Nt,Tz(f”), 6ij(Z”, P, 0,)) = (iv, 63). But H’c S”+’ x [1,2]andaW= V x 1 u V” x 2.Identify 
‘v” with V” x 2 and .S”+q x 2 with Snfy. We have that ,S-’ G Snfq-’ E Sri+++ = dDT’qf’, 
andso there is a framed k-disk (D, Gi,) in D”+“+’ with (ZD, Gz l?D) = (N, 6). Set WY” = 
W u S,(D x Dnvk) x [- 1, 11, \vhere we identify (Gl(y, cl), t), y E dD = N, 11 E Dnek, t E 
[ - 1, 11, with c( 6,(y, II), t), and ivhere c defines a collar of dffk_ l(f”) as above. 
Suppose that cz defines a collar of dM(k - 1) x 1 also as above, but with the additional 
property that cl((dDk x D”-‘)i x [O, 11, (dDk x i?D”-“), x [0, 11) s((Dk x Dn-k)i, (Dk x 
CJD”-k)i) and c,(Y, t) = (y, (2 + f),‘2) E Z,Ll(k - 1) x [0, 11, fory E (dDk x D”-k)i, t E [- 1, 
0].Let%,:D-+~,((dD~xO)~x [-1,0])u(DLxO)i,t~[-l,l],beacontinuousl-parameter 
family ofmaps such that i.,(y) = cz(f”(y), t),y E c?D, and J.,(,D) n c,((aD” x O)i x [ - 1, t]) = 
cz((dD" x O)i x t). Such maps i., can be obtained bytaking the cone of the maps cz(_f"( ), t). 
Using i,, define /z,‘: D x Dnek -+ c,((dD” x D”-k))i x [- 1, 01) u (Dk x D”-k)i in a natural 
“fiber preserving” manner, so that /I,‘(!, 0) = J.,(y), y E D, and h,‘(y, ZI) = (p;.,,(y), U)z, 
y E D, II E D”-li, wherep is the projection defined earlier. We assume that h,‘(D x Dnvk) n 
cl((GDk x D’-k)i x [- l,t]) = cl((ZDk x D”-k)i x t). Finally,define/r,: bVl -+ Mbyh, ( W = h 
and h,(G,(z), 1) = Al’(z), z E D x DnAk, t~[-l,l]. LetT/, =akvl - I/andfl =h,I V,:Vl-+ 
M. If we are careful in our construction of h, and after changing h, slightly to make it 
transverse regular where appropriate, it is easy to see that W, imbcds in Sri+++ x [l, 21, hz 
extends to H, : S”+” x [I, 21 --t 7(t), and rl = (H,, CV,, II,) satisfies (a)-(d) in the lemma, 
except possibly for (6) in the definition of (k - l)-splittings. The trouble is that IV:,:’ may 
already have bounded some component of Uik. Our construction will then give rise to a 
component L, of Uikcfl) which does not meet aA,_,( Let f., be any other component of 
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U,“(J,) with L, n IV = 4 (since d 2 2, there is at least one such). and apply the construction 
in the proof of Lemma 2 to connect L,, and L,. This will give us an I’ = (F’, V’,f’) which 
satisfies (a)-(d) and finish the proof of Lemma 3. 
Note. It follows from Lemma 3 that vve could always assume that Nr,:t is connected 
when k 2 2. 
We conclude this section with 
LEMMA 4. Assume that 2 = (F, V, f) is O-split for I E fin+ 4T(<), deg x = n 2 1. Then 
CL- Orl’ = (F’, V’, f’), where I’ is l-split. 
Proof. The only way that r* can fail to be l-split is if there is a component L, of ~j’(f) 
for somej which meets two distinct components C, and C3 of A,(f). Now f -‘(dD’ x D”-‘)j 
n dC, consists of disjoint disks, D,, . . , D, . Consider the commutative diagram 





H,_,(cl(dM(O) x 1 - (dD’ x D”-l)j), (aD’ x 2D”-‘)j) --+ H,_,(aD’ x aD”-‘)j. 
Since z is O-split, deg(f 1 ZC,) = 1, and so a simple counting argument shows that both 
f -‘(- 1, O)j n C, and f -‘(I, O)j n C, consist of an odd number of points. Hence, there is 
another component f., of ~jij’(n which meets C, in only one point, and we can choose L, and 
L2 in sucha way so thatf(l, n C,) = (- 1, O)j andf(lz n C,) = (1, O)j. Let N = (L, u L,) 
n C,.If@isaframingofNinS “+“inducedfrom 3j1(g) 1 Nandthepullbackof Ej 1 (dD’ x O)j, 
then [N, S] = 0 E x0’ since n,SO = 0. The proof of Lemma 3(d) now applies, even though 
k = 1, and a ~~2” = (F”, V”,f”), where U,‘(f “) has at least one fewer components which 
meet two distinct components of AJf”). After a finite number of such steps, we will obtain 
the desired a’ = (F’, V’,f’) which is l-split and Lemma 4 is proved. 
Note. If M” is l-connected and n 2 5, then any map f: V” + M” of deg d 2 1 is in fact 
homotopic to a mapf’: V + M which satisfies (2)-(7) in the definition of l-splittings. How- 
ever, we shall not need this fact. 
$3. THE OBSTRUCTION COCYCLE 
We retain the notation developed in 92 and assume that 2 = (F, V, f) is (k - I)-split for 
x E rrn+J(j), where deg x = d 2 1 and k 2 2. Lemma 2 and 4 justify the assumption that 
k 2 2. By isotoping V into the desired position, it follows that z N~_,Y, = (F,, V,,fl) via 
I = (H, W, h) such that ut is a (k - I)-imbedded (k - I)-splitting for x. In fact, W will be 
diffeomorphic to V x [I, 21. We orderthe components of&,@) once and for all. This induces 
a well defined ordering on the components of Ai( A,(r,), and Ai( for 0 5 i < k - 1. 
Define C,(M) = Hi(M(i), M(i - 1)) and let ai : C,(M) ---t C,_,(M) be the composition of 
Hi(M(i)> M(i - 1))~ Hi_,M(i - 1)~ H,_,(M(i - l), M(i - 2)), 
where 8 is the usual boundary map in homology andj, is induced by the natural inclusion. 
If G is an abelian group, let C’(M; G) = Hom(C,(M); G) and define 6, : C’(M; G) --+ 
C’+‘(M; G) as usual by ai = x(ai+,(n)), w h ere x E C’(M; G) and u E C,+,(M). It is a 
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LEMMA 7. CL(z) iJ U COCJ’Ch?. 
Proof. We must show that d,(c,(z))(E!+‘) = c,(~)(S,+,(E:~‘)) = 0, for 1 <j I n(k + 1). 
We may assume that ZEy’ ’ meets (0 X ZD”-k)i C_ ZXf(k) transversally in nj, + bji points 
such that the intersection number is + 1 at nji points and - 1 at the rest. Then it follows 
easily from the definitions that ~(r(Ck(Z)(Sk+1(E5+l))) = (Uji - b,,)[N:;‘(r,), O,,] + . . . + 
tajn(k) - bjn(k,)[lV~(~~(zl), 6’n(kjrl E ni- 1’ But the right hand side t of this equation is zero. 
This is best seen by considering Y = C, nf;'(2Eji'l n F,\f(k - 1) x l), where C, is the t-th 
component of Ak_I(~l). Y is a framed submanifold in 0”;” whose framing (r? is induced 
from the restriction of a framing of ErC’ in S”‘4 to ?Er+‘. Since 0 = [a Y, 6) ZY] = 
z E T$_~, pr(~k(r)(2k+l(E~‘1))) = 0 for every t and j. Therefore ak(ck(l)) = 0 andthelemmais 
proved. 
Lemma 7 justifies the following: 
Definition. ok(z) E Hk(M; Ad(rt;_l)) shall denote the cohomology class determined by 
Ck(d). 
44. THE DIFF’ERENCE COCHAIN 
Suppose that cli = (Fi, V,,f,), i = 1, 2, are (k - I)-imbedded li-splittings for x E ~l,+~ 
T(c), where deg x = n 2 1 and X: 2 1 and that Us N k_1z(2 via r = (H, w, 11). We assume 
that the components of A,(u,), A,(r,), and A,(T) are ordered in a compatible manner, i.e. 
the j-th component of A,(z,) and A,(Q) is contained in the j-th component of A,(T). This 
induces a compatible ordering on the components of Ai( Aim’), and Ai( for 
Olisk-1. 
Definition. We say that r is nice provided that: 
(1) W meets Sncq--l x [l, 21 transversally in dAk_#-); 
(2) thetotalspaceof~,IJA~_,(T)iscontainedinS”+~-’ x [1,2],wherev,isthenormal 
disk bundle of Win S”+q x [ 1,2] ; and 
(3) Ak+(r) _c D”-” x [l, 23. 
Assume that the r above is nice. (If r was not nice at the start, we can make it nice 
by isotoping W into the desired position.) Let zj*(r) be the framing of vFy 1 U,“(r) which 
is the pullback of Oj under H. Then, as before, Sj*(r) and zjk(r) together induce a framing 
Gj(I?) of the normal bundle:of Ujk(IJ in D;+” x [ 1,2] which is the rear extension of gjk(r) 
by sj*(r). Let C,(T), . . . , c,(r) be the COmpOnentS Of A&#-) U &(x,)x 1 U &(x2) X 2 
and set Nij(r) = r/,“(r) n Cj(r). Let Gij(r) = Qi(r) [ Nij(r). If we identify D”+‘” x 
{l, 2) u Snfq-’ x [l, 23 with Snrq, then the pair (Nij(r), Sij(T)) determines an element 
of nk’. 
Now define a homomorphism cJr(zl, rz): C,(M) + A,(n,‘) by the equation pc,(rir(rl, c(~) 
(Ejk)) = [Nj,(r), Gj,(IY)] E n;, and extending linearly. 
LEMMA 8. d,(a,, r2) is a well defined element of C”(M; Ad(nG)) called the difference 
cochain of czI and a2 cia r. 
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is entirely analogous to the proof of Lemma 5 and 
therefore will be omitted. 
LEMMA 9. If d,(r,, scz) = 0, then rz -k~Z ria some R = (Hz, VV,, h,). 
Proof This lemma is proved in a manner similar to the proof of the first part of Lemma 
6, except that one needs a slightly different version of Lemma 3. The necessary changes are 
obvious and easy, 
Note. Lemma 9 has a converse just as Lemma 6. However, since it is not used in this 
paper, we shall not take the time to introduce the additional notation needed to state the 
converse. 
LEMMA 10. Slrppose that ai = (Pi, Vi ,fi), i = 1, 2, 3, are (k - 1)-imbeddedk-splittings 
for .X E n, + qT(5), where deg x = d 2 1 and k 2 1. Szzppose further that aI wL_z u2 and 
ff2- kd1a3 uia nice R = (Hz, WI, h,) and S = (H,, CV,, h2), respectively. Then uI -k_za3 via 
a nice I- = (H, W, h) and dz(xz, LY,) = d,(a,, a2) + dJcr2, a,), where r is obtained in the 
obvious way by piecing together R and S. 
Proof.DefineJ.,:S”‘q ~[1,3/2]-+S”+~ ~[1,2]and;t,:S”+~ x [3/2,2]-+S”+q x[l,2] 
by I.,G, t) = (,v, 2t - 1) and jb2(v, t) = O,, 2t - 2). Then the H: Snfq x [l, 23 + T(vcp) in the 
l7 = (H, IV, h) is given by H(‘y, t) = H,L,(y, t), for 1 I t < 3/2, and H(y, t) = H2 A,(y, t), for 
3/2 II t I 2. It follows immediately from the definitions that E.;‘(N,,(R)) n &‘(Nij(S)) = 
(vzk(~2) n Cj(a2)) x 3/2 E V2 x 3/2, where Cj(a2) is the j-th component of Ak(a2). Also, 
Nij(JI) = cl((A;‘(Nij(R)) uj.;‘(Nij(S))) - (i;‘(Nij(R)) nll;‘(Nij(S)))),so that it is quite easy 
to construct a framed cobordism which shows that [Nij(R), Gij(R)] +[N,,(S), Qij(S)] = 
[Nij(lJ Gi,(r)] E 7zt for every i and j (essentially one thickens A;‘(Nij(R)) u A;‘(N,,(S)) 
and makes some obvious identifications). This proves the addition formula and finishes the 
proof of the lemma. 
The next lemma states that dz-(cr,, a?) has the usual properties of a difference cochain 
in obstruction theory. 
LEMMA 11. (a) Suppose that cli = (Pi, Vi ,fJ, i = 1, 2, are (k - 1)-imbedded k-splittings 
for x E zz,+,T(t), where deg x = d 2 1, szrch that uz - k_IaZ via a nice r = (H, W, h). Then 
&(d,(% ar)> = ck+l(c(l) - ck+I(c(2)- 
(b) Comersely, suppose that uz = (F,, V,, fz) is a (k - 1)-imbedded k-splitting for 
x E %+q T(r), where deg x = d 2 1. Let c E Ck(M; Ad(rtks)). Then there are triples a2 = 
(F, , V, ,f2) and r = (H, W, h) szrch that a2 is a (k - I)-imbedded k-splitting for x, uz -k--1a2 
uia the nice r, and c = d,(cr,, ccl). 
Proof Assume the hypothesis of (a). We want to show that Ck+I(aI)(E5+1) - ck+I(a2) 
(E;+ ‘) = 6k(d&z, c$))(E;+‘) = d,( s( , g2)(ak+z(E:+ z)), for 1 5 j 5 n(k + 1). Again assume 1
that aEjk+l meets (0 x dIYek), c aM(k) transversally in aji + bji points such that the inter- 
section number is + 1 at aji points and - 1 at the rest. Let Zjk = dE;+’ n aM(k - 1) x 1 
and assume that the intersection is transverse so that Zjk is a k-manifold with boundary. 
Let (Nij(r), Gij(f’)) be as in the definition of the difference cochain. Then, similarly to the 
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way Lemma 7 is proved, one can use h-‘(Zjk) n C,(r) to construct a framed cobordism 
which shows that (aj~ - bjl)[:VI,(r), 6,,(r)] f ’ ’ ’ i (njn!k) - bjn[k))[/vn<k),r c&,(r)] = 
(ajl - bjt)CjVFt(~,>, Qjlt(“t)l + . . ’ f Cain(k) - bjn(k))[iv:k)r(rl)? 6n(k)r(Z1)1 - (cajl - bjl)[fVfr 
(Q), %(%)I + .*. f (ajn(k) - bjn(kJ)[lv$k)t(rZ), 6 nck,r(~Z)]). But by definition the left hand 
side of this equation is pr(dr(z,, rz)(a k+,(,!$+‘))) and the right hand side is &(ck+1(21) 
(Et+l))) - pt(ck+l(%)(E~+‘))). This proves (a). 
Now assume the hypothesis of(b). Since the case d = 1 is trivial, assume also that d 2 2. 
Consider c E Ck(l!l; Ad(7rks)) of the form: ~,(c(E,~)) = -p,(c(Euk)), for some fixed II, 13, )v 
with II # kv, and pi(c(Ejk)) = 0 when j # L’ and i # u or VV. Because of Lemma 9 it sufEces to 
prove (b) for such c since C”(M; A,,(rcks)) is generated by them. 
By Lemma 6, ck(xI) = 0; and so it follows from the proof of Lemma 3 that zI -k-l 
LY’ = (F’, V’,f’) via R = (H,, IV,, h,) such that z’ is k-split for x and Niii-‘(a’), i = II or iv, 
bounds a component of C’““(cc’) which is a k-disk. Changing H, by an isotopy of rY, we may 
assume that z’ is (k - I)-imbedded and R is nice. If we let c, = dR(rlI, r’), we may also 
assume that cI, and hence c - cI, has the same property as c (with respect to 11, L’, w). Let 
j’,((c - C,)(E,k)) = cbv, 01 E Tlks. The proof of Lemma 3 can be used again to find triples 
‘*2 = (F,, V, ,fJ and S = (Hz, W2, h2) with the property that a2 is a (k - 1)-imbedded 
k-splitting for X, z’ N k- trl via the nice S, and &(a’, r2) = c - c,. (Namely, let i = L’ and 
j = 11 in the proof of (a)-(c) of Lemma 3 and Let W,” be W minus two open k-disks. In step 
(d) connect the extra component to a component of U,“(z’) which meets Ni,J’(r’). Then 
(N,,(S), B,,(S)) in the definition of the difference cochain will equal (FV, Q).) Define 
r = (H, W, h) as in the proof of Lemma 10 by piecing together R and S. Then Lemma 10 
implies that clr(clI, r2) = &(r,, ~1’) + d,( a’, SLY) = cI + (c - c,) = c and (b) is proved. 
$5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND 2 
At this point, let us stop and look to see that we have accomplished. Let rl = (F, kV,J) 
be (k - I)-split for x E z,+~ T(c), where deg x = n 2 1 and 2 5 k I n - 1. Given this data 
we defined in $3 a class ok(z) E Hk(M; Arl(~;_l)). What we really want, however, is a co- 
homology class which depends only on c and not on the particular representative z. 
LEMMA 12. Let x’ = (F’, V’,f’) be (I - I)-splitjbr x, 2 I I I k. Then ~!(a’) = o1 (r) E 
H’(M; A‘,($_ 1)). 
Proof. Since c( and r’ both represent x, there is an H: Sn+q x [1, 21 -+ T(5) such that 
HIS”+4 xl =FxI,HIS”+~ x 2 = F’ x 2, and H is transverse regular on M. Set W = H-‘(M), 
h = H 1 W, and r = (H, W, h). Using an argument similar to the one in Lemma 2 to modify 
H if necessary, we may assume that CI N Ocl’ via I-. We may also assume without loss of 
generality that u and CL’ are 0-imbedded and that r is nice. Then c = dr(rl, a’) E C’(M; Ad 
(x1’)). By Lemma II(b) there are triples CQ = (F,, V,,fi) and R = (H’, W’, h’) such that 
Q -0’*1 via R, a1 is l-split, and d,(a’, ccl) = -cc. Let S = (H,, WI, h,) be obtained by piecing 
together IY and R. d,(r, xl) = d,( z, a’) + dR(u’, al) = c + (-c) = 0. Hence Lemma 9 im- 
plies that a- 1 al. Note that the proof of Lemma 1 l(b) gives us a W’ with the property that 
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h’-‘(cl(M - M(l))) is diffeomorphic to f ‘-‘(cl(M - M(1))) x [I, 23 in a natural way, i.e. 
V’ - B,(r’) is Ieft undisturbed. 
Now assume inductively that we have defined z, , 1 5 t I I - 2, such that s(, is t-split 
c1 -trt = (F,, V,,f,) via R, = (If,, W,, h,), and z’-.r, via R’ = (H’, W’, h’), where h’-’ 
(cl(M - M(t)))isdiffeomorphictof’-‘(cl(M - M(t))) x [l, 21 in a natural way. By Lemma6 
and its proof, ‘~~-~r*;&r = (F;,,, V;+,,f:+r) via R2 = (H2, Wz , h2) where h;‘(cl(M -M 
(t + 1))) is diffeomorphic tof,-‘(cl(M - M(t + 1))) x Cl, 21, such that r;+r is (t + I)-split. 
Let R = (H, , W, , h,) be obtained by piecing R, and R, together. Without loss of generality 
assume that a and a’, + 1 are t-imbedded and R is nice. We can apply Lemma 1 l(b) to get 
via a nice S = (H,, W,, h4) so that ~‘s(r;+,, CL,,,) = -ci,(sc, ai+I) and AT1 
~~;(;;~‘M;~ + 1))) is diffeomorphicf,‘;,‘(cl(M - M(t + 1))) x [l, 23. Lemmas 10 and 9 then 
(imply that a t+ 1 s(,+ l and a’ - o a 1+ 1 via r = (H, W, h), where r is obtained by piecing 
together R’, R, , and S, and h-‘(cl(M - M(t + 1))) is diffeomorphic to f’-‘(cf(M - M 
t + 1))) x Cl, 21. 
By induction, we have therefore defined an (I - 1)-split al-l such that u -!_, al_l via 
R and a’NOr,_l via r = (H, W, h), where h-‘(cl(M - M(I - 1))) is diffeomorphic to 
f’-‘(cl(M - M(l - 1))) x [l, 21. This last condition says that we may identify Nfj’(cr’) with 
NfJ’(z,_,), i.e. c!(a’) = c~(s(~_~). Assume that a and al_. 1 are (I - I)-imbedded and R is 
nice. It follows from Lemma 1 l(a) that S,_,(d,( s(, cq -r)) = cl(a) - cl(aI-I). Hence, ~~(a’) = 
ul(aI-l) = al(z), and the lemma is proved. 
Definition. ok(x) = ok(a) E Hk(M; A,(nf_,)). 
Lemma 12 clearly implies that ok(x) is well defined, i.e. it does not matter which (k - I)- 
split a we choose. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that ok(x) = ok(a) = 0. Then there is a c E Ck-‘(M; Ad 
(n;_r)) such that ak_.r(c) = ck(a). Let a be (k - 2)-imbedded. By Lemma 1 l(b) there is an a’ 
such that u - k_2 a’ via a nice r and c = &(a, a’). By Lemma 10(a), ck(a) = dk_r(c) = 6k-r 
(&(a, sl’)) = ck(?) - ck(a’). Therefore, ck(a’) = 0 and Lemma 6 implies that a’-,‘_2 x”, where 
a“ is k-split. 
Conversely, if 3 -lr_2 a’ via r, where cf’ is k-split, then 6k_r(dr(a, a’)) = CL(a) - ck(a’) = 
ck(a) by Lemma 1 I(a) (we again assume a and a’ are (k - 2)-imbedded and r is nice). 
Thus, ck(a) is a coboundary and ok(x) = ok(z) = 0. 
This shows that the elements ok(x) define a typical obstruction theory except that they 
depend on the particular handle decomposition of M which is chosen at the beginning and 
on a particular ordering of the factors in AJnX- r) which corresponds to an ordering of the 
components of A.(z) for some fixed O-split a for x. Using Smale theory one can relate the 
obstructions as one passes from one handle decomposition of M to another, but we shall 
not go into this here. Theorem 1 is now proved modulo these two remarks. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that M” is l-connected and n 2 6. Let a = (F, W, f) be 
(n - I)-split for x. Then f - ‘(M(n - 1)) has d components, N,, . . . , Nd, with connected 
boundary such that deg (f 1 Ni) = 1. Since deg (fl ~Ni) = 1 andfl aNi extends tof\ Ni: (N,, 
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